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 Literature is an art; not because of what is writing about, but because of 
the artistic point of view, the artist’s transformation of ideas and notions (Junaid, 
2013: 02). These ideas and notions can be applied in many kinds of literary works, 
such as prose, novel, movies, etc. The researcher  thinks movie is one of the most 
become the most interested literary works today. Many factors make movie 
famous, such as the story, the characters, even the conflict inside it. The story that 
is built in a literary work (novel, poetry, drama) is a description of the existing 
community environment (Wati, Asri, Ismail, 2012 :1).Therefore, literature cannot 
be separated from the social system and society, both of which give influence to 
the creative process of the creation of every literary work. 
There is a kind of social portrait that can be drawn from literary works. 
Most elements in literary work are social, namely norms that can grow in society, 
such as ideology, religion, politics, culture, law and so on.Various things can be 
discussed in a literary work, the author can reveal the hidden things in humans or 
characters in literary works, such as conflict. 
Conflict can be defined as a part of a story where a character or a group of 
characters that faced a problem or a dilemma in their life in accomplishing a 
purpose in their journey. Conflict also has a big influence in the continuation of 
someone’s life, as well as the character on a movie. According to Ratna (2011: 




conflict. A conflict in a literary work plays an important role, because it is one of 
the factors that make a movie good or not. 
A Literary work will be livelier if it is supported by the presence of the 
characters in it. Each of these characters has a personal character that 
distinguishes one character from another. Relations between these characters can 
often lead to conflicts between individuals, groups, even personal conflicts which 
are often referred to internal conflicts (Wahyuningsih, 2012: 3). 
Internal conflict is a conflict that occurs in the heart, the soul of a character 
or story characters (Nurgiyantoro 2010: 119). So, internal conflict is a conflict 
experienced by a person within himself or an internal problem of a human being, 
for example it occurs because of a conflict between two desires, beliefs, different 
choices, hopes or other problems. A conflict in this context is not only happened 
to the character and his surrounding, but also can be happen to the internal or the 
spiritual of the character. This is used to call as a spiritual conflict.  
Concflict also mentioned in Holy Qur’an on surah Al-Baqarah verse 10 as 
followed :  
 
Meaning:  
“In their hearts there is a disease, then God adds to his disease; and for 




The verse above explains that in people’s hearts there are doubts and 
damages as a result of which they are tested by God by doing various kinds of 
immorality that require torture for them, so that God also adds doubts to their 
hearts and for them sad torments due to their lies and hypocrisy. 
Talking about character, one of literary works that contain conflict as the 
main part of itself is Drama or Play. Abrams (1999: 69) states Drama is a form of 
composition designed for performance in the theater, in which actors take the 
roles of the characters, perform the indicated action, and utter the written 
dialogue. (The common alternative name for a dramatic composition is a play.). in 
this case, the researcher actually more specific about the manuscript of the drama.  
The drama that the researcher wanted to analyze is an American drama 
entitled Fences. The drama itself has a really simple story about a daily life of a 
family, with the main character named Troy as the head of the family who lives 
with his wife and a son. Troy faced many hard things in his life, such as racism 
when he was an athlete, being imprisoned when he committed robbery in his 
younger life, and some economic problems in his old life. Although the movie 
seems pretty simple,yet the movie has a strong conflict, not just some regular 
conflicts but also internal conflict, which become the main object for the analysis. 
The main character experiences some sort of dillemma in his life, specially when 
he tries to admit some bad things he has committed, such as when he intended to 
admit to his wife that he cheated with another woman. The main character faced a 




The reason why the researcher chose the Fences Drama because this drama 
has some unique things that makes it different with other play, for example the 
setting of the drama is focused on a single setting, the house backyard of the main 
character. Although the drama mostly talk about family problem, it is also contain 
a lot racism terms which makes it more interesting. 
The researcher has a big interest on conducting the research because the 
researcher realized that there are a lot of phenomenon about literature that people 
need to aware of. One of the phenomena is the existence of many literary works 
that contains weak conflict, so the work does not have a full potential to become a 
great work. Therefore, by realizing this phenomena, in the future, the existence of 
strong conflict in literary works will be guaranteed.  
The research analyzed the research with Alex Sobur’s internal conflict 
theory. The researcher chose Alex Sobur’s theory because the way he defines and 
divides the internal conflict is really clear and the theory is suitable with the 
research itself.   
Based on the background above, the researcher believed this research has a 
big potential as good research, since the essence of the research itself is really 
important for literature, its conflict.  The conflict of the movie hold a great impact 
for a better literary works that may exist in the future. 
B. Problem Statement 
 Based on the explanation of the background above, the researcher 




1. What kind of internal conflicts experienced by the main character of 
the “Fences” drama?  
2. What are the factors that cause internal conflicts experienced by the 
main character of the “Fences” drama?  
C. Objective of The Research 
 In this research, in line with problem statement above, the writer described 
the term as follows: 
1. To explore kind of internal conflicts that are experienced by the main 
character of the “Fences” drama. 
2. To explain the factors that cause internal conflicts experienced by the 
main character of the “Fences” drama.  
D. Significance of The Research 
 With the existence of this research, it is expected to produce significances 
about literary works, both theoretical and practical significances. 
1. Theoretical significance 
Theoretically, the discussion in this study is expected to contribute 
additional knowledge to the theory of internal conflict in relation to 
the movie characters. 
2. Practical significance 
After completing the research, it is hoped that the reader is able to 
better understand the context in the movie, especially about internal 




provide other researchers with useful information about the issue of 
internal conflict in the movie. 
E. Scope of the research  
 The researcher had to make a limitation on the research. The 
researcherwill not discuss about the whole drama but only analyze the 
manuscript of the drama which contains some terms that have a relation to the 
internal conflict. The research analyzed the data by using Alex Sobur’s 
internal conflict theory (2011). The researcher thought that the research 
would be suitable to be analyzed with Sobur’s theory because Alex Sobur’s 
specify kinds on conflict and explains them completely, one of the theory that 







REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous Findings 
There are 3 Previous findings that have relation with the current 
research, They are a thesis by Pedro Benigno with his Study on Internal 
Conflict of the Main Characterin John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath 
(2013). Fitri Amriani with the title Lady America’s Internal Conflict in Kiera 
Cass’s Novel “The Elite” (2014), and Rohmat Anang Fakhruddin with the 
title The Internal Conflict faced by Victor Frankenstein in Mary Shalley’s 
Frankenstein (2015). 
First is a thesis by Benigno (2013) with his research Study on Internal 
Conflict of the Main Character in John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath. 
This thesis aims to find out the internal conflicts faced by the main character 
of the novel, to discuss, and to analyze the causes of emergence and the 
resolutions taken to overcome the internal conflicts. This thesis is considered 
a qualitative study in which the analysis is in the form of description. The 
theoretical framework of the analysis is based on the objective theory of M. 
H. Abrams, in which the analysis is viewed solely from the point of view of 
the intrinsic elements of the novel– setting, plot, characters, and theme. The 
analysis then shows that the novel takes place during the hard time of the 
America‟s Great Depression around 1930‟s. Steinbeck portrays Tom Joad, 





The second is Amriani (2014) with her research title Lady America’s 
Internal Conflict in Kiera Cass’s Novel “The Elite”. This thesis studied about 
Lady America’s Internal Conflict in Kiera Cass’s novel “The Elite”. The 
problems of this thesis are how Lady America’s internal conflict happen and 
what kind of internal conflict Lady America faced in Kiera Cass’s novel “The 
Elite”This study uses a psychological approach to analyze and interpret data. 
This study uses a qualitative approach to describe the events clearly and 
systematically. The result of this study shows that Oskar, the main character 
of the movie Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, reaches his satisfaction 
because he successfully gets his wants after he faces conflicts in his life. 
The last is Fakhruddin (2015) with the research title The Internal 
Conflict faced by Victor Frankenstein in Mary Shalley’s Frankenstein. This 
thesis discusses the main character Victor Frankenstein in Mary Shelley’s 
novel Frankenstein. The researcher concern on the interaction and reaction of 
the main character while he faces some internal conflicts. The researcher 
assumes that each personality structure influences the development of internal 
conflicts.  
The similarities of the research above with the current research is that 
they are all talking about the internal conflicts that happened to the characters.  
The difference between previous studies and the current research is 
the previous researches examined the internal conflict based on the theory of 





B. Pertinent Ideas 
1. Conflict  
 Conflict is an existing state of disagreement or hostility between two or 
more people. Conflict also connotes different perceptions, which may not 
necessarily result in hostility. This way, conflict simply means ‘a different 
perception’ or view to an issue or situation (Barash and Webel, 2002; Stanton, 
2007: 31). 
In literaary work such as novel, Conflict becomes the most important part 
of a story. The importance of the presence of conflict in a story is about the two 
basic elements that build a plot are conflict and climax. Every work of fiction has 
at least an internal conflict (which it seems clear) that is present through the 
desires of two characters or one's desires character with the environment. These 
specific conflicts are subordination of one major conflict that is external, internal, 
or both (Stanton 2007: 31). 
Thus, from this explanation the importance of presenting conflict in a story 
cannot be denied. This is because without a conflict in a plot, the contents of the 
story in the work will be less dramatic or boring. The fiction will not be 
interesting because there is no climax process which is the highest peak in a series 
of peaks where forces in conflict achieve the highest intensification (Tarigan 
1984: 128). 
Conflict always comes to the life of human beings. It is inevitable that 
human being has to undergo what is called conflict in his/her life. The word of 




meaning to strike. Conflict is a part plot and becomes a story interest for readers 
actually the back bone of the story. Conflict provides the readers with pattern and 
direction and gives them the sense of a story. A story without conflict will not 
arouse and maintain the reader’s interest in a story (Roda’i, 2012: 2).  
Therefore, conflict is very important in a novel and even it is said as the 
“heart of novel”. Conflict is a necessary element of fictional literature. It is 
defined as the problem in any piece of literature and is often classified according 
to the nature of the protagonist or antagonist.  
2. Kinds of Conflict.  
Jones in his book “Outline of Literature” (1968: 122), states that there are 
three kinds of conflict. They are:  
a. Physical conflict is a conflict between human being and nature and 
environment. This type of conflict is a type of conflict that occurs in a story when 
individual characters struggle against other external forces. A character may 
struggle against other characters, animals or even natural forces  
b. Social conflict is a conflict between one person and another. Social 
conflict occurs when two or more actors oppose each other in social interaction, 
each exerts social power with reciprocity in an effort to achieve incompatible 
goals whilst preventing the other from attaining their own. 
c.  Psychology conflict is a conflict between man and himself, his conscience, his 
guilt, or simply trying to decide what he is going to do. It occurs in the form of a 
figure in the struggle against himself, so that it can cope with and determine what 




Meanwhile,Kennedy (1983: 62) states that there are two kinds of conflict, 
namely:  
a. Internal conflict happens because the contradictory between a person his/her 
own impulse or inside of the human soul as internal problem. A conflict of a man 
with himself, his conscience, his guilt or simply trying to decide what is going to 
do, in such a story unwed pregnant girl trying to decide whether to have an 
abortion, place her child up for adoption, or raise alone, brave against fear and 
anxiety, contradiction between two willingness.  
b. External conflict. It happens because the contradictory between a person with 
something outside a person himself/herself. A man has an external conflict when 
he has conflict with an outside force. It’s divided into two parts, they are:  
1. Physical or element conflict is a conflict man against nature or environment, for 
example;  
(a) a woman fighting to survive in a cyclone,  
(b) the struggles of a man climbing a mountain,  
(c) the struggle of a sailor to survive in a frightening wave ocean.  
They are the examples how a man against nature. An area was swept in a 
flood suddenly, until there was no one live and the owner was lost, wouldn’t 
become object of story. It would become news, no story. It will be a good story, if 
there are people survive in flood, so there are relation between people and nature.  
2. Social conflict is a conflict of a man against men. It happens because the 





(a) a child is a conflict with his parents,  
(b) two women seeking to marry the same man,  
(c) a detective pitted against a criminal,  
(d) matters concerning working, labor, oppression, war.  
Certainly, the conflicts are interrelated each other, whatever the conflict, or 
however basic conflict may be combined, such as though a man maybe in conflict 
with nature ads he climbs a mountain (element), he may be in conflict with 
another man (social), and he may also be climbing to prove to himself that he is 
not a coward (psychological).  
Jones and kennedy theory about conflicts are generally the same, but the 
difference is Jones divides type of conflict in a more general way, while Kennedy 
divides it with a more specific way. 
3. Internal Conflict Theory  
Sobur (2011: 292-293), grouped internal conflict to some forms, they are:  
1. Approach-approach conflict, this conflict appears when there are two 
motives which both of them are positive. It will create confusion to choose 
one of them. For example: Rika is proposed by Andre and Andi at the 
same time. Andre is a doctor (positive) and Andi is a police (positive).  
2. Approach-avoidance conflict, this conflict appears when there are two 
motives which are contradicted in one condition. There is positive motif 
(pleasure or happiness) and another is negative (unhappiness). It will 




Jimmy passed as a Civil servant (positive) and he had a duty in isolation 
area (negative).  
3. Avoidance-avoidance conflict, this conflict occurs if in one condition, 
two negative motives appear. For example: A member of Gangster who is 
caught by the Police. He has to reveal the secret of his group to the police 
(negative) but if he does it he will get a threat from his group (negative).  
Furthermore, according to Lewin (1935: 21) approach-approach conflict 
appears when the individual is faced with the necessity of making a choice 
between two (or more) desirable objects. Since both goals are desirable, this is the 
least stressful situation. "Shall I fly or take a boat to Europe?".  
Approach-avoidance conflict appears when the individual is both attracted 
and repelled by the same objects. The same goal has qualities that make the 
individual want to approach it and other qualities that make him want to avoid it. 
The timid man who wishes to propose to his girlfriend fears rejection (the quality 
he wishes to avoid) and hopes for acceptance (the quality he wishes to approach). 
While avoidance-avoidance conflict appears when the individual is faced 
two negative possibilities. For example: a child who is faced with "Either you do 
your homework or you go to bed without supper." The child is likely to remain 
balanced between the two negatives as long as possible. The nearer the individual 
comes to a goal he wishes to avoid (a repelling one), the stronger is his tendency 






4. Internal conflict factors  
Freud (in Kusumawati, 2003: 33) states that there are 6 factors that caused 
the internal conflict, they are: 1) the theory of aggression, 2) the theory of loss, 3) 
personality theory, 4) cognitive theory, 5) the theory of powerlessness, and 6) 
behavioral theory. 
a. Aggression Theory 
Aggression theory shows that depression occurs because of 
feelings of anger directed at yourself. Aggression directed at yourself as 
part of innate lust that is destructive. For some reason it is not directly 
directed to real objects or objects related to feelings of guilt or guilt. The 
process occurs due to loss or feeling of objects that are very loved. 
b. Loss Theory 
The theory of loss refers to the traumatic separation of an 
individual with an object or someone who previously can provide a sense 
of security and comfort. The important thing in this theory is the loss and 
separation as a predisposing factor in the occurrence of depression in life 
which is the trigger factor for stress. 
c. Personality Theory 
Personality theory is a negative self-concept and low self-esteem 
affects a person's belief and judgment system to a stressor. This view 
focuses on the main variables of psychosocial namely low self-esteem. 




Cognitive theory states that depression is a cognitive problem that 
is dominated by a person's negative evaluation of himself, one's world and 
his future. Individuals can think about themselves negatively and not try to 
understand their abilities. 
e. Powerlessness Theory 
The theory of helplessness shows that internal conflict can cause 
depression and the belief that a person does not have control over the 
results that are important in his life, therefore he repeats an adaptive 
response. 
f. Behavioral Theory 
Behavioral theory shows that the cause of depression lies in the 
lack of positive desire to interact with the environment. Depression is 
related to the interaction between individual behavior and the 
environment. This theory considers that individuals have the ability to 
examine and consider their behavior. They do not only react from internal 
factors. Individuals are not seen as helpless objects controlled by the 
environment, but are not free from environmental influences and do 
whatever they choose but between individuals with the environment have 
a meaningful influence between one another. 
5. Fences (1985) Synopsis 
The focus in Fences is Troy, a 53-year-old head of household who 
struggles with providing for his family. The play takes place in Pittsburgh, 




locations in Pittsburgh. In his younger days, Troy was an excellent player 
in Negro league baseball and continued practicing baseball while in prison for an 
accidental murder he had committed during a robbery. Because the color barrier 
had not yet been broken in Major League Baseball, Troy was unable to get into 
MLB to make good money or to save for the future. He now lives a menial, 
though respectable life of trash collecting; later in the play, he remarkably crosses 
the race barrier and becomes the first black truck driver in Pittsburgh instead of 
just a barrel lifter. 
Troy lives with his wife, Rose, his son, Cory, and his younger brother 
Gabriel, an ex-soldier whose war injury to his head has caused him noticeable 
psychological damage. Gabe had received $3000 from the government, and Troy 
took this money to purchase a home for his family, including a room for Gabe. A 
short time before the play's opening, Gabriel has rented a room elsewhere, but still 
in the neighborhood. Lyons is Troy's son from a previous marriage, and lives 
outside the home. Bono is Troy's best friend and co-worker. 
The play begins on payday, with Troy and Bono drinking and talking. 
Troy's character is revealed through his speech about how he went up to their 
boss, Mr. Rand, and asked why black men are not allowed to drive garbage 
trucks; Rose and Lyons join in the conversation. Lyons, a musician, has come to 
borrow money from Troy, confident that he will receive it, and promises to pay 
him back because his girlfriend Bonnie just got a job. Troy, who is a rigid believer 
in responsibility, belittles his son because he refuses to find a real job as Troy did 




Cory tells Troy and Rose about an opportunity for a college football 
scholarship. Troy tells Cory he will not let his son play football for fear of racial 
discrimination, just as Troy believes he experienced when he wanted a career in 
the National leagues. However, it is suggested later on that Troy told Cory's coach 
that his son is no longer to play football. When Cory discovers this, he and Troy 
get into a fight resulting in Troy's kicking Cory out of his house. Later, it is 
revealed that Troy's age after serving a prison sentence, not his race, may have 
been the primary factor. Father and son argue about Troy's actions, but Troy 
stubbornly does not back down from his argument and sends Cory to his room. 
Later it is revealed that Cory enlisted in the military after this event. 
Troy admits to Rose that he has been having an affair and that his mistress, 
Alberta, is pregnant. Later, Alberta dies in childbirth. Troy brings his baby 
daughter Raynell home, and Rose agrees to raise the girl as her own, saying: 
"From right now . . . this child got a mother. But you a womanless man." She 
remains in the family home but the couple are estranged; she refuses to accept 
Troy back into her life. 
Seven years later, Troy has died. Cory comes home for a visit from the 
military where he is a corporal in the Marines. He initially refuses to go to his 
father's funeral due to long-standing resentment, but he is convinced by his 
mother to pay his respects to his father — the man who, though hard-headed and 
often poor at demonstrating affection, nevertheless loved his son. The family say 




The brother Gabriel is potentially an allegory to salvation. Other than 
being actually named Gabriel, like the angel, Uncle Gabe wears a trumpet, 
constantly chases away the “hellhounds”, and regularly talks with Saint Peter. At 
the end, just before Troy’s funeral, the family gathers around Gabe in the yard. He 
blows three times into his trumpet; the first two times are unsuccessful but by the 
third try (because three, of course, is a biblical number), a pure tone is released 
and the sun breaks through the clouds while the family looks on. Troy is at last 
delivered and the rest of the family is too; each seeming to find peace in their 








A. Research Method 
 This study used a descriptive qualitative approach using methods of 
interpretation by presenting data in the form of descriptions. The data generated 
from this study are verbal data about internal conflicts. 
 The purpose of this research was to reveal events or facts, circumstances, 
phenomena, variables and circumstances that occurred when the research took 
place by presenting what actually happened. This study interpreted and described 
the data concerned with the situation that was happening, the attitudes and views 
that occurred in a society, the conflict between two or more states, the relationship 
between variables that arise, differences between facts that existed and their 
effects on a condition, and so on (Prasetyo, 2017: 1). 
B. Research Instrument 
 In this research, the main instrument of the research was Note taking. Ray 
(2005: 13) defines note taking as a method in assembling data required by using 
note cards to write down the data findings from source of data. In order find the 
data easily, the note cards were also completed by number and page where to data 
found.  
C. Data Resource 
 All the data were collected from the “Fences” Play manuscript, described 
as followed:  




 Author  : August Wilson 
Published : 1985 
D. Procedure of data collection 
 Data collecting techniques are carried out by the following steps:  
1. The researcher read the manuscript thoroughly. 
2. The researcher determined the data source. 
3. Collected data to the form of approach chosen in the study. 
4. Selected data that matches the title and focus of the problem. 
E. Technique of Data Analysis  
 In analyzing the collected data for this study, the researcher followed the 
stages of coding and identifying, categorizing and classifying, and interpreting the 
data as followed: 
1. First, the researcher had done the coding and identifying process for the 
collected data. According to Austin and Sutton (2015), coding refers to 
identification of topic or an issue revealed through the main source of the 
study. 
2. Second, the researcher conducted the categorizing and classifying process 
of the collected data. The purpose of step of data analysis is to classify the 
the innec conflict of “Fences” drama film based on Alex Sobur’s conflicts 
theory. 





4. Finally, the researcher discussed the main findings of this study by 
connecting them with the theoretical framework of this study and with the 
existing previous studies about the same research issue. In addition, the 







FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
In this part, the researcher presented the findings of the research as well as 
the analysis. The researcher intent to show the reader about the internal conflict 
that found in the manuscript of Fences drama.  
A. Findings 
In this part, the researcher showed the data that had been found and sorted. 
The researcher has found the internal conflict in the dialogue of the Fences drama 
manuscript that contains the three types of conflict based on Sobur’s theory, they 
are: Approach-approach conflict, Approach-avoidance conflict, and Avoidance-
avoidance conflict. 
In this part, the researcher showed the dialogue based on the types of the 
conflict. 
a. Approach-approach conflict 
1. Datum 1 
Troy : You think only white fellows got sense enough To drive 
a truck? That ain’t no paper job. Hell, Anybody can drive a 
truck. How come you got all The whites driving and the 
coloreds lifting? 
Troy  : He told me, “Take it to the union.” Well, hell, that’s what 
I done! Now they wanna come up with this pack of lies. 
Bono : I told Brownie if the man come and ask him any 
questions . . . Just tell the truth! It ain’t nothing but 
something they done trumped up on you ’cause you filed a 




Troy : Brownie don’t understand nothing. All I want them to do 
is change the job description. Give everybody a chance to 
drive the truck. Brownie can’t see that. He ain’t got that 
much sense. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Bono where they discuss about 
changing the job description in order to give a better opportunity for all the 
employees, not only for the white people. In this dialogue, there were two 
positive motives that exist, the first is the Troy intention to fight the racism 
that indirectly happened to him, and the second was there would be a better 
work for him if he succeed on his intention. The solution in this conflict is he 
does his report he would get a better job. 
2.   Datum 2 
Troy : Now what he look like getting mad ’cause he see The man 
from the union talking to Mr. Rand?  
Cory : Hey, Pop . . . Why don’t you buy a TV? 
Troy : What I want with a TV? What I want one of them For? 
Cory : Everybody got one. Earl, Ba Bra . . . Jesse! 
Troy : I ain’t asked you who had one. I say what I want With 
one? 
Cory : So you can watch it. They got lots of things on TV. 
Baseball games and everything. We could watch The 
World Series. 
Troy : Yeah . . . And how much this TV cost? 
Cory : I don’t know. They got them on sale for around Two 
hundred dollars. 
Troy : Two hundred dollars, huh? 




Troy : Naw, it’s just two hundred dollars. See that roof you got 
over your head at night? Let me tell you something about 
that roof. It’s Been over ten years since that roof was last 
Tarred. See now . . . The snow come this winter And sit up 
there on that roof like it is . . . And It’s gonna seep inside. 
It’s just gonna be a little Bit . . . Ain’t gonna hardly notice 
it. Then The next thing you know, it’s gonna be leaking all 
Over the house. Then the wood rot from all that Water and 
you gonna need a whole new roof. Now, How much you 
think it cost to get that roof tarred? 
Cory (stops sawing): I don’t know.  
Troy : Two hundred and sixty-four Dollars . . . Cash Money. 
While you thinking about a TV, I got to be Thinking about 
the roof . . . And whatever else Go wrong around here. Now 
if you had two hundred Dollars, what would you do . . . Fix 
the roof or Buy a TV? 
This dialogue carried by Troy and corry where the discuss about 
Cory’s desire for having a TV. In this dialogue there were two positives 
motives. The first was Cory who wanted a TV, while the second was Troy 
who thought that the money for TV can be used for something that way more 
important. The solution of this conflict is Cory should consider what Troy said 
about using the money for something that more useful. 
b. Approach-avoidance conflict 
1. Datum 3 





Troy : Now what he look like getting mad ’cause he see The man 
from the union talking to Mr. Rand? 
Bono : He come talking to me about . . . “Troy Maxson Gonna 
get us fired.” I told him to get away from me with that. He 
walked away from me calling you a troublemaker. 
(anxious) What Mr. Rand say? 
Troy : Ain’t said nothing. He told me to go down to the 
Commissioner’s office next Friday. They called me Down 
there to see them. 
Bono : Well, as long as you got your complaint filed, they can’t 
fire you. That’s what one of them white fellows tell me. 
Troy : I ain’t worried about them firing me. They gonna fire me 
’cause I asked a question? That’s all I did. I went to Mr. 
Rand and asked him—“ Why? Why you got the white mens 
driving and the colored lifting?” Told him, “What’s the 
matter, don’t I count?” 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Bono where they were talking about 
Troy desire to ask about why only the white employee that can drive the truck. 
In this dialogue there was a positive motive which was about Troy who 
wanted to gather information for him in order to get a better position in his 
working place, while the negative was he could get himself and the other 
employee fired if he asked a sensitive question to his employer. The solution 
of this conflict is eventhough with such a high risk for what Troy about to do, 






2. Datum 4 
Troy : Aw, nigger, look here . . . I know you. If you Had got 
anywhere near that gal, twenty minutes Later you be 
looking to tell somebody. And the First one you gonna tell . 
. . That you gonna want To brag to . . . Is gonna be me. 
Bono : I ain’t saying that. I see where you be eyeing Her. 
Troy : I eye all the women. I don’t miss nothing. Don’t Never let 
nobody tell you Troy Maxson don’t eye The women. 
Bono : You been doing more than eyeing her. You done Bought 
her a drink or two. 
Troy : Hell yeah, I bought her a drink! What that mean? I bought 
you one, too. What that mean ’cause I buy Her a drink? I’m 
just being polite. 
Bono : It’s all right to buy her one drink. That’s what You call 
being polite. But when you wanna be buying Two or three . 
. . That’s what you call eyeing Her. 
Troy : Look here, as long as you known me . . . You Ever known 
me to chase after women?  
Bono : Hell yeah! Long as I done known you. You forgetting I 
knew you when. 
Troy : Naw, I’m talking about since I been married to Rose? 
Bono : Oh, not since you been married to Rose. Now, That’s the 
truth, there. I can say that. 
Troy : All right then! Case closed. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and bono where they discussed about the 
issue of Troy who was having an affair with another woman. In this dialogue 




the positive was Troy was managed to reject that issue against Bono. The 
solution on this conflict was Bono believed Troy’s words. 
3. Datum 5 
Rose : Cory done went and got recruited by a college Football 
team. 
Troy : I told that boy about that football stuff. The White man 
ain’t gonna let him get nowhere with That football. I told 
him when he first come to me With it. Now you come 
telling me he done went and Got more tied up in it. He 
ought to go and get Recruited in how to fix cars or 
something where he Can make a living. 
Rose : He ain’t talking about making no living playing Football. 
It’s just something the boys in school Do. They gonna send 
a recruiter by to talk to you. He’ll tell you he ain’t talking 
about making no Living playing football. It’s a honor to be 
recruited. 
Troy : It ain’t gonna get him nowhere. Bono’ll tell you That. 
Bono : If he be like you in the sports . . . He’s gonna Be all right. 
Ain’t but two men ever played base ball as good as you. 
That’s Babe Ruth and Josh Gibson. Them’s the only two 
men ever hit more home runs than you. 
Troy : What it ever get me? Ain’t got a pot to piss in Or a 
window to throw it out of. 
Rose : Times have changed since you was playing baseball, 
Troy. That was before the war. Times have Changed a lot 
since then. 
Troy : How in hell they done changed? 





Bono : You right about that, Rose. Times have changed, Troy. 
You just come along too early. 
The dialogue carried by Troy, Rose, and Bono where they discussed 
about their son, Cory, who got recruited in the football team of his school. 
There were positive motive and negative motive in this dialogue. The positive 
motive was that Corry was recruited in his football team, while the negative 
was Troy denied it and did not want Corry to joined the football team. The 
solution of this conflict is Troy should have let Cory recruited. 
4. Datum 6 
Lyons : Yeah, well, look here, Pop . . . Let me have that ten 
dollars. I’ll give it back to you. Bonnie Got a job working at 
the hospital. 
Troy : What I tell you, Bono? The only time I see this Nigger is 
when he wants something. That’s the Only time I see him. I 
ain’t got nothing as it is. I give you that ten Dollars and I 
got to eat beans the rest of the week. Naw . . . You ain’t 
getting no ten dollars here. 
Lyons : You ain’t got to be eating no beans. I don’t Know why 
you wanna say that. 
This dialogue carried by Troy and Lyon where Lyon came to his 
father’s house, Troy, to borrow Troy’s money. There were positive and 
negative motives in this dialogue, the positive motive was where Lyon asked 
for his father’s money and promised him to return it, while the negative one 
was Troy refused to give him his money. The solution of this conflict is Troy 




5. Datum 7 
Lyons : You ain’t got to be eating no beans. I don’t Know why 
you wanna say that.  
Troy : What that mean to me? “Bonnie working.” I don’t Care if 
she working. Go ask her for the ten dollars If she working. 
Talking about “Bonnie working.” Why ain’t you working? 
Lyons : Aw, Pop, you know I can’t find no decent job. Where am 
I gonna get a job at? You know I can’t Get no job. 
Troy : I told you I know some people down there. I can Get you 
on the rubbish if you want to work. I told You that the last 
time you came by here asking me For something. 
Lyons : Naw, Pop . . . Thanks. That ain’t for me. I Don’t wanna be 
carrying nobody’s rubbish. I don’t Want to be punching 
nobody’s time clock 
Troy : What’s the matter, you too good to carry people’s 
Rubbish? Where you think that ten dollars You talking 
about come from? I’m just supposed to Haul people’s 
rubbish and give my money to you ’Cause you too lazy to 
work. You too lazy to work And wanna know why you 
ain’t got what I got. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Lyon where they discussed about 
finding a proper job for Lyon. The dialogue contained positive and negative 
motives. The positive motive was Troy offered Lyon to get a job in the same 
place as Troy’s, while the negative was Lyon refused Troy’s offering. The 
solution of this conflict is Lyon should get a decent job. 
6. Datum 8 
Troy : Where’s Cory? Cory in the house? (loud) CORY! 




Troy : Out, huh? He gone out ’cause he know I want him To 
help me with this fence. I know how he is. That Boy 
scared of work. He ain’t done a lick of work In his life. 
Rose : He had to go to football practice. Coach wanted Them to 
get in a little extra practice before the Season start. 
Troy : I got his practice . . . Running out of here Before he get 
his chores done. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Rose where they discussed about 
Corry who gone out the house for practicing football. There were positive and 
negative motives. The positive was Cory gone out for practicing. While the 
negative was Troy thought that Cory was gone out because Cory did not want 
to help him work. The solution of this conflict is Troy should have been more 
open minded and not easily accused his son. 
7. Datum 9 
Troy : Don’t nobody wanna be locked up, Rose. What you 
Wanna lock him up for? Man go over there and fight The 
war . . . Messin’ around with them Japs, get Half his head 
blown off . . . And they give him a Lousy three thousand 
dollars. And I had to swoop Down on that. 
Troy : That’s the only way I got a roof over my Head . . . ’Cause 
of that metal plate. 
Rose : Ain’t no sense you blaming yourself for nothing. Gabe 
wasn’t in no condition to manage that money. You done 
what was right by him. Can’t nobody say You ain’t done 
what was right by him. Look how Long you took care of 
him . . . Till he wanted to Have his own place and moved 
over there with Miss Pearl. 
Troy : That ain’t what I’m saying, woman! I’m just Stating the 




. . . I wouldn’t have a Pot to piss in or a window to throw it 
out of. And I’m fifty-three Years old. Now see if you can 
understand That! 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Rose where they talked about Troy’s 
brother condition. In this dialogue, there were a negative motive and positive 
motive. The negative was about Troy’s brother injured that affected his mental 
after joining the war. While the positive was because of that injury, his brother 
received three thousand dollars as compensation, where at the end, Troy used 
it to get a house. The solution on this conflict is Troy have to use all the 
money to take care of his brother.  
8. Datum 10 
Cory : Yeah. Coach Zellman say the recruiter gonna be Coming 
by to talk to you. Get you to sign the Permission papers. 
Troy : I thought you supposed to be working down there At the 
A&P. Ain’t you supposed to be working down There after 
school? 
Cory : Mr. Stawicki say he gonna hold my job for me Until after 
the football season. Say starting Next week I can work 
weekends. 
Troy : I thought we had an understanding about this Football 
stuff? You suppose to keep up with your Chores and hold 
that job down at the A&P. Ain’t Been around here all day 
on a Saturday. Ain’t None of your chores done . . . And 
now you telling Me you done quit your job. 
Cory : I’m gonna be working weekends. 
Troy : You damn right you are! And ain’t no need for Nobody 




Cory : Hey, Pop . . . You can’t do that. He’s coming All the way 
from North Carolina. 
Troy : I don’t care where he coming from. The white man Ain’t 
gonna let you get nowhere with that football No way. You 
go on and get your book-learning So you can work yourself 
up in that A&P or learn How to fix cars or build houses or 
something, get You a trade. That way you have something 
can’t Nobody take away from you. You go on and learn 
how To put your hands to some good use. Besides hauling 
People’s garbage. 
Cory : I get good grades, Pop. That’s why the recruiter Wants to 
talk with you. You got to keep up your Grades to get 
recruited. This way i’ll be going To college. I’ll get a 
chance 
The dialogue carried by Troy and corrie when they discussed about 
Cory’s coach who will come to their house for the permission for Corry to join 
the football team. There were a positive motive and a negative motive in this 
dialogue. The first is that Corry will be officially joined the football team, and 
the negative is that Troy was still disagree about Cory’s decision. The solution 
of this conflict is Troy should let Cory to be recruited. 
9. Datum 11 
Rose (coming down into the yard): Why don’t you let the boy Go 
ahead and play football, Troy? Ain’t no harm In that. He’s 
just trying to be like you with the Sports. 
Troy : I don’t want him to be like me! I want him to Move as far 




that ever happened to me. I Wish him that. But I don’t wish 
him a thing else From my life. 
Troy : I decided seventeen years ago that boy wasn’t Getting 
involved in no sports. Not after what They did to me in the 
sports. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Rose when they discussed about 
Troy who do not let Corry to join the football team. There were a positive 
motive and a negative motive in this dialogue. The Positive motive is Rose 
who stand for Cory’s desire to join the football team, while the negative 
motive is Troy who against Rose’s opinion. The solution of this conflict is 
Troy should let Cory to be recruited. 
10. Datum 12 
Lyons (going into his pocket): Say, look here, Pop . . . 
Troy : I knew it was coming. Didn’t I tell you, Bono? I know 
what kind of “look here, Pop” that was. The Nigger fixing 
to ask me for some money. It’s Friday Night. It’s my 
payday. All them rogues down There on the avenue . . . The 
ones that ain’t in Jail . . . And Lyons is hopping in his shoes 
to Get down there with them. 
Lyons : See, Pop . . . If you’d give somebody else a Chance to talk 
sometime—you’d See that I was fixing To pay you back 
your ten dollars like I told You. Here . . . I told you I’d pay 
you when Bonnie Got paid. 
Troy : Naw . . . You go ahead and keep that ten dollars. Put it in 
the bank. The next time you feel Like you wanna come by 
here and ask me for something . . . You go on down there 




Lyons : Here’s your ten dollars, Pop. I told you I Don’t want you 
to give me nothing. I just wanted To borrow ten dollars. 
Troy : Naw . . . You go on and keep that for the next Time you 
want to ask me. 
Lyons : Come on, Pop . . . Here go your ten dollars. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Lyons when they discussed about 
Lyons who was about pay his debt to his father. There were a positive motive 
and a negative motive in this dialogue. The Positive motive is Lyon who was 
about to pay his debt, while the negative is Troy who still doubt Lyons will 
pay his doubt. The solution of this conflict is Troy should belief Lyon about 
paying his debt. 
11. Datum 13 
Lyons : What . . . Cory got recruited? What school he Going to? 
Troy : That boy walking around here smelling his Piss . . . 
Thinking he’s grown. Thinking he’s Gonna do what he 
want, irrespective of what I Say. Look here, Bono . . . I left 
the commissioner’s Office and went down to the A&P . . . 
That Boy ain’t working down there. He lying to me. Telling 
me he got his job back . . . Telling me He working 
weekends . . . Telling me he working After school . . . Mr. 
Stawicki tell me he ain’t Working down there at all! 
Lyons : Cory just growing up. He’s just busting at the Seams 
trying to fill out your shoes. 
Troy : I don’t care what he’s doing. When he get to the Point 
where he wanna disobey me . . . Then it’s Time for him to 
move on. Bono’ll tell you that. I Bet he ain’t never 




The dialogue carried by Troy, Rose, and Lyons when they discussed 
about Cory’s coach who will visit their house for the football permission. 
There were a positive motive and a negative motive in this dialogue. The 
Positive motive is Rose asked Troy to sign the permission paper when the 
coach comes, while the negative is Troy refused it. The solution of this 
conflict is Troy should have signed the paper.  
12. Datum 14 
Troy : Hell, nigger, I know she a good woman. I been Married to 
her for eighteen years. What you got On your mind, Bono? 
Bono : I just say she a good woman. Just like I say Anything. I 
ain’t got to have nothing on my mind. 
Troy : You just gonna say she a good woman and leave It 
hanging out there like that? Why you telling Me she a good 
woman? 
Bono : She loves you, Troy. Rose loves you. 
Troy : you saying i don’t measure up. That’s what you Trying to 
say. I don’t measure up ’cause i’m seeing This other gal. I 
know what you trying to say. 
Bono : i know what rose means to you, troy. I’m just Trying to 
say i don’t want to see you mess up. 
Troy : yeah, i appreciate that, bono. If you was messing Around 
on lucille i’d be telling you the same Thing. 
Bono : well, that’s all i got to say. I just say that Because i love 
you both. 
. The dialogue carried by Troy and bono where they discussed about 
the issue of Troy who was seeing another woman. In this dialogue there was a 




was Troy was managed to reject that issue against Bono. The solution of this 
conflict is Bono belief what Troy said. 
13. Datum 15 
Rose : Troy . . . 
Troy : Rose . . . I got to go see her now. That’s only Right . . . 
What’s the matter . . . The baby’s All right, ain’t it? 
Rose : Alberta died having the baby. 
Troy (confused): Died . . . You say she’s dead? Alberta’s Dead? 
Rose : They said they done all they could. They couldn’t Do 
nothing for her. 
Troy (stunned, off balance): The baby? How’s the baby? 
Rose : They say it’s healthy.  
The dialogue carried by Troy and Rose where they discussed about the 
birth of Troy’s daughter from his other wife. In this dialogue there was a 
positive motive where the daughter was born healthy, while the negative was 
Troy’s other wife named Alberta was died during the giving birth process. The 
solution of this conflict is Troy must be patient on facing the hard reality of 
his other wife’s death. 
14. Datum 16 
Troy : She’s my daughter, Rose. My own flesh and blood. I can’t 
deny her no more than I can deny them boys. (pause) You 




is all I got in the world. So I Guess what I’m saying is . . . 
I’d appreciate it If you’d help me take care of her. 
Rose : Okay, Troy . . . You’re right. I’ll take care Of your baby 
for you . . . ’Cause . . . Like you Say . . . She’s innocent . . . 
And you can’t Visit the sins of the father upon the child. A 
Motherless child has got a hard time. 
Rose : From right now . . . This child got a mother. But you a 
womanless man. 
The dialogue carried by Troy and Rose where Troy asked Rose to take 
care Troy’s daughter from his other wife. In this dialogue there was a positive 
motive where Rose accepted the daughter like she was her own, while the 
negative was Rose wanted to divorce with Troy. The solution of this conflict 
is Rose should not divorce Troy. 
c. Avoidance-avoidance conflict 
1. Datum 17 
Troy : I don’t know why he don’t go and get him a decent Job 
and take care of that woman he got. 
Bono : He’ll be all right, Troy. The boy is still young. 
Troy : The boy is thirty-four Years old. 
Rose : Let’s not get off into all that. 
This dialogue carried by Troy, Bono, and Rose where they discussed 
about Lyon who still having no decent job for himself. In this dialogue, there 
were two negative motives. The first is about Lyon who did not have a proper 
job and the second is Lyon who was already aged in that jobless condition. 




2. Datum 18 
Troy : You just now coming in here from leaving this Morning? 
Cory : Yeah, I had to go to football practice. 
Troy : Yeah, what? 
Cory : Yes sir. 
Troy : I ain’t but two seconds off you noway. The garbage Sitting 
in there overflowing . . . You ain’t Done none of your chores 
. . . And you come in Here talking about, “Yeah.” 
Cory : I was just getting ready to do my chores now, Pop. 
This dialogue carried by Troy and Corrie where they discuss about 
Cory whose gone out without finishing his chores first. In this dialogue, there 
were two negative motives, the first was about Troy who was angry toward 
Cory for what he did, and the second was Cory behaviour where he left his 
house without finishing his job first.  
3. Datum 19 
Troy : First you gonna get your butt down there to the A&P 
and get your job back. 
Cory : Mr. Stawicki done already hired somebody else ’Cause 
I told him I was playing football. 
Troy : You a bigger fool than I thought . . . To let Somebody 
take away your job so you can play some Football. 
Where you gonna get your money to take Out your 
girlfriend and whatnot? What kind of foolishness Is that 
to let somebody take away your job? 
Cory : I’m still gonna be working weekends. 
Troy : Naw . . . Naw. You getting your butt out of here And 




Cory : Come on, Pop! I got to practice. I can’t work After 
school and play football too. The team Needs me. That’s 
what Coach Zellman say . . . 
Troy : I don’t care what nobody else say. I’m the Boss . . . 
You understand? I’m the boss around Here. I do the only 
saying what counts. 
Cory : Come on, Pop! 
This dialogue carried by Troy and Corrie where they discuss about 
Cory who quit his job for the sake of his football. There were two negatives 
motives in this dialogue. The first is Cory who abandoned his job in a store 
which Troy found for him, and the second is Troy who got angry because 
of Cory’s decision. The solution of this conflict is Cory should not abandon 
his job so Troy would not have to be angry. 
4. Datum 20 
Cory (pause): Can I ask you a question? 
Troy : What the hell you wanna ask me? Mr. Stawicki the One 
you got the questions for. 
Cory : How come you ain’t never liked me? 
Troy : Liked you? Who the hell say I got to like you? What 
law is there say I got to like you? Wanna Stand up in my 
face and ask a damn fool-ass Ques tion like that. Talking 
about liking somebody. Come here, boy, when I talk to 
you. 
Troy : Straighten up, goddamn it!. 
Troy : I asked you a question . . . What law is there Say I got 
to like you? 




Troy : Well, all right then! Don’t you eat every day? 
Troy : Answer me when I talk to you! Don’t you eat every 
Day? 
Cory : Yeah. 
Troy : Nigger, as long as you in my house, you put that Sir on 
the end of it when you talk to me! 
Cory : Yes . . . Sir. 
Troy : You eat every day. 
Cory : Yessir! 
Troy : Got a roof over your head. 
Cory : Yessir! 
Troy : Got clothes on your back. 
Cory : Yessir. 
Troy : Why you think that is? 
Cory  ’Cause of you. 
Troy : Aw, hell, I know it’s ’cause of me . . . But why Do you 
think that is? 
Cory (hesitant): ’Cause you like me. 
Troy : Like you? I go out of here every morning . . . Bust my 
butt . . . Putting up with them crackers Every day . . . 
’Cause I like you? You about the Biggest fool I ever 
saw. It’s my job. It’s my responsibility! You understand 
that? A man got to Take care of his family. You live in 
my house . . . Sleep your behind on my bedclothes . . . 
Fill you Belly up with my food . . . ’Cause you my son. 
Troy : You my flesh and blood. Not ’cause I like you! ’Cause 
it’s my duty to take care of you. I owe a Responsibility 
to you! Let’s get this straight Right here . . . Before it go 
along any further. . . I ain’t got to like you. Mr. Rand 
Don’t give me my money come payday ’cause he Likes 




everything I had to give you. I gave you Your life! Me 
and your mama worked that out between Us. And liking 
your black ass wasn’t part Of the bargain. Don’t you try 
and go through life Worrying about if somebody like 
you or not. You Best be making sure they doing right by 
you. You Understand what I’m saying, boy? 
Cory : Yessir. 
This dialogue carried by Troy and Corrie where they discuss about 
Troy who seemed to never give any affection toward Cory. There were 
two negatives motives in this dialogue. The first is Cory who questioned 
his father treatment to him, and the negative motive is Troy who sound so 
mean to his own son. The solution of this conflict is Troy should been a 
litte bit nicer to his own son. 
5. Datum 21 
Troy : Rose . . . Got something to tell you. 
Rose : Well, come on . . . Wait till I get this food On the 
table. 
Troy : Rose. 
Troy : I don’t know how to say this. 
Gabriel (o.s.): Hey, Troy! Hey, Rose! 
Rose : I have to wait eighteen years to hear something Like 
this. 
Gabriel (o.s.): Hey, Troy! Hey, Rose! 
Rose : I have to wait eighteen years to hear something Like 
this. 
Rose : Thanks, Gabe. 
Gabriel : Troy, you ain’t mad at me is you? Them bad Mens 




Troy : Naw, Gabe, I ain’t mad at you. 
Rose : Eighteen years and you wanna come with this. 
Gabriel (takes a quarter out of his pocket): See what I got? Got 
a brand-new Quarter. 
Troy : Rose . . . It’s just . . . 
Rose : Ain’t nothing you can say, Troy. Ain’t no way Of 
explaining that. 
Gabriel : Fellow that give me this quarter had a whole Mess of 
them. I’m gonna keep this quarter till it Stop shining. 
Rose : Gabe, go on up front now. I got some watermelon In 
the Frigidaire. I’ll get you a piece. 
Gabriel : Say, Rose . . . You know I was chasing hellhounds 
And them bad mens come and get me and take Me 
away. Troy helped me. He come down there and Told 
them they better let me go before he beat Them up. 
Yeah, he did! 
Rose : You go on up front and i’ll get you a piece of 
Watermelon, Gabe. Them bad mens is gone now. 
Gabriel : Okay, Rose . . . Gonna bring me some watermelon. 
The kind with the stripes on it. 
Rose : Why, Troy? Why? After all these years to come 
Dragging this in to me now. It don’t make no sense At 
your age. I could have expected this ten or Fifteen years 
ago, but not now. 
Troy : Age ain’t got nothing to do with it, Rose. 
Rose : I done tried to be everything a wife should be. 
Everything a wife could be. Been married eighteen 
Years and I got to live to see the day you tell Me you 
been seeing another woman and done fathered A child 
by her. And you know I ain’t never Wanted no half-




Everybody got different fathers And mothers . . . My 
two sisters and my brother. Can’t hardly tell who’s 
who. Can’t never sit down And talk about Papa and 
Mama. It’s your papa and Your mama and my papa and 
my mama . . . 
Troy : Rose . . . Stop it now. 
Rose : I ain’t never wanted that for none of my children. And 
now you wanna drag your behind in here And tell me 
something like this. 
Troy : You ought to know. It’s time for you to know. 
Rose : Well, I don’t want to know, goddamn it! 
Troy : I can’t just make it go away. It’s done now. I Can’t 
wish the circumstance of the thing away. 
This dialogue carried by Troy, Rose, and Gabe where Troy wanted 
to tell Rose that he is having an affair with another woman, and he is about 
to have another child with the woman he is cheated with while Gabe 
showed and interrupted. There were two negatives motives in this 
dialogue. The first is Troy who admitted his affair, and the second is Rose 
who felt terribly sad because of Troy’s confession. The solution of this 
conflict is Troy should never cheated at the first place. 
6. Datum 22 
Rose : Troy, I can’t live like this. I won’t live like This. You 
livin’ on borrowed time with me. It’s Been going on six 
months now you ain’t been coming Home. 
Troy : I be home every night. Every night of the year. That’s 
365 days. 




Troy : Rose . . . I don’t mess up my pay. You know that 
Now. I take my pay and I give it to you. I don’t Have no 
money but what you give me back. I just Want to have 
a little time to myself . . . A little Time to enjoy life. 
Rose : What about me? When’s my time to enjoy life. 
Troy : I don’t know what to tell you, Rose. I’m doing The 
best I can. 
Rose : You ain’t been coming home from work but time 
Enough to change your clothes and run out . . . And you 
wanna call that the best you can do? 
Troy : I’m going over to the hospital to see Alberta. She went 
into the hospital this afternoon. Look Like she might 
have the baby early. I won’t be Gone long. 
This dialogue carried by Troy and Rose where they discuss about 
Troy who hasn’t been home since he confessed about his affair. There 
were two negatives motives in this dialogue. The first is Rose who deliver 
her complain to Troy who seemed to choose her second wife over Rose, 
and the second motive is Troy who cannot granted Rose desire. The 
solution of this conflict is Troy should have been more fair to Rose. 
7. Datum 23 
Cory : I got to get by. 
Troy : Say what? What’s you say? 
Cory : You in my way. I got to get by. 
Troy : You got to get by where? This is my house. Bought 
and paid for. In full. Took me fifteen Years. And if 
you wanna go in my house and i’m Sitting on the 





Cory : Come on, Pop . . . I got to get by. 
Troy : You just gonna walk over top of me? 
Cory : I live here too! 
Troy : You just gonna walk over top of me in my own 
House? 
Cory : I ain’t scared of you. 
Troy : I ain’t asked if you was scared of me. I asked You if 
you was fixing to walk over top of me in my Own 
house? That’s the question. You ain’t gonna Say 
excuse me? You just gonna walk over top of me? 
Cory : If you wanna put it like that. 
Troy : How else am I gonna put it? 
Cory : I was walking by you to go into the house ’cause 
You sitting on the steps drunk, singing to yourself. 
You can put it like that. 
Troy : Without saying excuse me??? 
Troy : I asked you a question. Without saying excuse 
Me??? 
Cory : I ain’t got to say excuse me to you. You don’t Count 
around here no more. 
Troy : Oh, I see . . . I don’t count around here no More. 
You ain’t got to say excuse me to your Daddy. All of 
a sudden you done got so grown that Your daddy 
don’t count around here no more . . . Around here in 
his own house and yard that he done Paid for with the 
sweat of his brow. You done got So grown to where 
you gonna take over. You gonna Take over my house. 
Is that right? You gonna wear My pants. You gonna 
go in there and stretch out On my bed. You ain’t got 
to say excuse me ’cause I don’t count around here no 




Cory (he’s had enough): That’s right. You always talking This 
dumb stuff. Now, why don’t you just get out My way. 
Troy : I guess you got someplace to sleep and something 
To put in your belly. You got that, huh? You got 
That? That’s what you need. You got that, huh? 
Cory : You don’t know what I got. You ain’t got to Worry 
about what I got. 
Troy : You right! You one hundred percent right! I done 
Spent the last seventeen years worrying about What 
you got. Now it’s your turn, see? I’ll tell You what to 
do. You grown . . . We done established That. You a 
man. Now, let’s see you act Like one. Turn your 
behind around and walk out This yard. And when you 
get out there in the alley . . . You can forget about this 
house. See? ’Cause this is my house. You go on and 
be a man And get your own house. You can forget 
about This. ’Cause this is mine. You go on and get 
yours ’Cause I’m through with doing for you. 
Cory : You talking about what you did for me . . . What’d 
you ever give me? 
Troy : Them feet and bones! That pumping heart, nigger! I 
give you more than anybody else is ever gonna Give 
you. 
Cory : You ain’t never gave me nothing! You ain’t never 
Done nothing but hold me back. Afraid I was gonna 
Be better than you. All you ever did was try and Make 
me scared of you. I used to tremble every time You 
called my name. Every time I heard your footsteps In 
the house. Wondering all the time . . . What’s Papa 
gonna say if I do this? . . . What’s He gonna say if I 




radio? And Mama, too . . . She tries . . . But she’s 
scared of you. 
Troy : You leave your mama out of this. She ain’t got 
Nothing to do with this. 
Cory : I don’t know how she stand you . . . After what You 
did to her. 
Troy : I told you to leave your mama out of this! 
This dialogue carried by Troy and Corry where they arguing each 
other. There were two negatives motives in this dialogue. The first is Troy 
who was being rude to his son, and the second motive is Cory who being 
disrespect to his father and tried to fight him. The solution of this conflict 
is Troy should not be so rude to his son, and Cory should have been moe 
respectful to his father. 
B. Discussion 
Based on the result of the findings above, we can see that the three kinds 
of internal conflict occurred to the main character of Fences play. These internal 
conflicts happened because of various factor as well.  
1. The three kinds of internal conflict 
The main character of Fences, Troy is a man who has a harsh personality 
due to his awful past where he had a bad experience with his father when he still 
young, which leads him to left his family at a very young age and had to face 
many kinds of problem. At his teenager age, he had been went to prison for 
several times. He was also a victim of racism in the sports world. All of those 




affected his job where he felt discriminated by his employer and thought that his 
employer preferred white employee instead of black employee. It affected his way 
of growing kids with a lot of strangle toward his son, and never gave his children 
choose to do what they wanted because he did not want his children experienced 
what he had been through in his younger age, even though he had to be a 
authoritarian father and hated by his children. Those things caused Troy 
experienced the three kinds of conflict in his life as a parent. Based Sobur (2011), 
the three conflicts that occurred toward Troy is discussed as follows: 
a. Approach-approach conflict 
Approach-approach conflict is a conflict that happened when there 
are two motives which both of them are positive. There are only two data 
that showed Approach-approach conflict. The Conflict happened when 
Troy spoke to the other character. In this Approach-approach conflict, the 
conflict triggered when the Troy discussed about the discrimination in his 
workplace with his friend Bono in Datum 1, and when Troy discussed 
with his son Cory about Cory’s desire of having a TV in Datum 2. Both 
the data showed only positive outcome, which can be concluded as 
Approach-approach conflict.  
b. Approach-avoidance conflict  
This conflict appears when there are two motives which are 
contradicted in one condition. There is positive motif (pleasure or 
happiness) and another is negative (unhappiness). There are fourteen data 




several events that triggered the Approach-avoidance conflict occurred in 
the play. The first is the racism Troy’s working area in Datum 3; Troy’s 
issue about having an affair with another woman in Datum 4; and Datum 
14; Cory who was recruited in a football team but Troy did not support it 
in Datum 5, Datum 8, Datum 10, Datum 11, and Datum 13; Troy’s 
oldest son, Lyons, who wanted to borrow Troy’s money Datum 6, Datum 
7, and Datum 12; Troy’s brother mental condition in Datum 9; Troy’s 
other wife’s death in Datum 15, and Datum 16. Each data showed two 
different motives, positive motive and negative motive, which we can 
conclude as Approach-avoidance conflict. 
c. Avoidance-avoidance conflict 
It is a conflict that can be occurred when two negative motives 
exist. There are seven data that showed this type of conflict. Also there are 
several events that triggered the Approach-avoidance conflict to be 
occurred. Troy’s oldest son, Lyons, who still did not have a decent job in 
Datum 17; Cory who abandoned his chores for the sake of his football 
practice in Datum 18, and Datum 19; Cory who was asking about his 
father treatment to him in Datum 20; Troy who admitted his affair to his 
wife, Rose, in Datum 21; Rose condition after Troy admitted his affair in 
Datum 22; Cory who act disrespectful toward his father in Datum 23. 
From each data there were only negative motive that existed, which we 




2. The factors that caused the internal conflict of the main character 
in Fences play. 
There are six factors that can cause internal conflict in general, 
they are Aggression, Loss, Personality, cognitive, powerlessness, and 
behavior. In the Fences play, the main character Troy experienced the 
three kinds of internal conflict with cause by the factors that mentioned. 
The factors that happened to the main character explained as followed: 
a. Aggression 
We can see the internal conflict that happened toward the 
main character of Fences play was caused by several events the 
first is Troy’s affair issue which made him had to defend himself 
against the issue itself which trigger the anger in himself; Troy’s 
disagreement if Cory joined a football team that caused a lot of 
anger in himself; Lyons who still in jobless in his age which makes 
him always angry when he Lyons visit him and asked for some 
money; Cory who prioritized his football instead of doing his job, 
Cory who asked his father treatment to him, and Cory who was 
being disrespect toward his father. All of those events caused the 






There is one event that has a relation a loss which leads to 
the internal conflict to be occurred to the main character, it is the 
death of Troy’s other wife when she was giving birth.  
c. Personality 
The way the main character see events that happened 
around him was always based on his own personality which always 
lead to the negative view. There are three events that affected by 
the personality of the main character which leads the internal 
conflict occurred, they are Cory recruited as a football player 
which made Troy remember about his young age where who was 
discriminated and affected his personality as a parent; The view of 
troy about racism in his working place and always felt 
discriminated; Troy who did not granted Cory’s desire such as 
Joining the football team or having a TV, because the way he sees 
it, there are more useful things for his son instead of giving his son 
what he wants.  
d. Powerlessness  
Even though the main character has a harsh and stubborn 
personality, he was also cannot escape from the powerlessness that 
may occurred to him. There are four events that made the main 
character felt powerless. The first is Troy who admitted his affair 




to admit what he has done to his wife; Troy’s brother mental 
condition where there was nothing he could do to fix it; Rose 
condition after he admit that he has an affair and prefer to spend 
more time with his new wife causes him felt powerless, because he 
felt like he was running out of option; Troy who was asking Rose 
to take care of his daughter from his other wife, because he had no 
any knowledge of how to taking care a newborn baby.  
 Based on that explanation we can conclude that there are four factors of 
six factors that caused the internal conflict of the main character in Fences play, 
they are Aggression, Loss, Personality, and powerlessness. The factors that do not 
exist are cognitive and Behaviour. The reason why these factors do not exist is 
because based on the definition of cognitive and behaviour, the main character has 
a well comprehension about his surroundings and he has some good relations with 







CONCLUSSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Conclusion 
 Based on the discussions of the research in the previous chapter above, the 
researcher finally can draw the conclusion of the research. The conclusion is as 
followed: 
1. There are three kinds of internal conflict that occurred to the main 
character of Fences play, they are Approach-approach conflict, 
Approach-avoidance conflict, and Avoidance-avoidance conflict. 
2. There are four out of six factors that caused the internal conflict 
occurred to the main character, they are: Aggression, Loss, 
Personality, and powerlessness. 
. B. Suggestions 
 After completing the research about Internal Conflict of the main character 
in“Fences” drama manuscript, the researcher can provide some suggestions as 
followed: 
1. For the future researcher that intends to do the same research, the 
researcher suggest that the next researcher will applied a better data 
display and better discussion, also to find better reference resource in 
order to make a better research. 
2. For people who love to enjoy literature, the researcher suggests to pay a 
better attention toward the conflict, specially internal conflict in 
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